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DEFINITION 

n SRISK is an estimate of the amount of 
capital that a financial institution would need 
to raise in order to function normally if we 
have another financial crisis. 

n We measure this econometrically based on 
market data on equities and balance sheet 
data on liabilities.  We update weekly on V-
LAB for US and Global financial firms 



SRISK  

n  SRISK is computed from: 

n  Where k is a prudential level of equity relative to 
assets taken to be 8% and LRMES is the decline in 
equity values to be expected if there is another 
financial crisis. 
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WHAT ARE THE 
INGREDIENTS? 
n SRISK is constructed from size, leverage 

and risk. Firms can reduce SRISK by 
reducing size, leverage or risk. 

n Risk is based on comovements of firm equity 
with broad equity measures.   Roughly this is 
the beta of the firm. 

n All measures are estimated recursively and 
allowed to change daily.   



FOR EXAMPLE: 

n  Bank of America has a market cap of $95 billion.  Its 
accounting liabilities are $1.9 trillion for a leverage ratio of 
21. 

n  If we have another financial crisis which is assumed to be a 
fall of 40% in broad US equities over six months, then we 
estimate shares in BAC will fall by 59%. 

n  This reflects a Dynamic Conditional Beta of 1.9 today that 
will move in the future due to mean reversion in volatilities 
and correlations and also will rise with downside returns. 

n  SRISK = $118 billion.   
n  It is undercapitalized somewhat today and this will be more severe 

under the stress of an equity decline. 



FOR EXAMPLE: 

n Credit Agricole has a market cap of $14 
billion 

n  It has liabilities of $2.1 trillion for a leverage 
ratio of 153 

n Any fluctuation in asset or liability valuations 
can easily move the firm into bankruptcy. 

n  Its beta is bigger than 3 suggesting that any 
downturn in Europe will be disastrous for CA. 



WHY IS THIS A MEASURE OF 
SYSTEMIC RISK? 
n  If we have a financial crisis, then all firms 

with positive SRISK will try simultaneously to 
raise capital and the only source is likely to 
be taxpayers. The bigger SRISK, the more 
serious the threat to financial stability. 

n SRISK is estimated conditional on an 
endogenous variable – a stress test does not 
indicate causality. 

n But how does this happen? 



A MACRO-FINANCE LINK 

n  If  any firms have high SRISK, they will 
recognize their vulnerability and will begin to 
delever and derisk, thereby impacting the 
real economy.  If only a few firms have high 
SRISK, the remaining firms may take up the 
slack. 

n As the macro economy slows, stock prices 
will fall, volatility will rise, and SRISK will go 
up more. 



SPIRAL 

n  Investors recognize financial institution 
weakness and lower valuations, increasing 
SRISK 

n Forward looking investors could make this 
happen in one step. 

n Without taxpayer support, bankruptcies and 
other failures will occur until eventually, the 
return to capital is high enough to bring new 
capital to the industry. 



IF TAXPAYERS STEP UP 

n The spiral can be arrested before the bottom. 

n However, this will erode market discipline 
and may impose huge regulatory costs on 
the financial sector going forward. 

n Thus regulation is needed in advance.  
Ideally regulation would be countercyclical. 



SO WHY WOULD ANY INSTITUTION 
HAVE POSITIVE SRISK? 

n   Externalities – if only one firm has high 
SRISK, there is no spiral. 

n  Implicit and Explicit government guarantees 
n Regulatory incentives – risk based capital 

ignores correlation and hence leads to  non-
diversified asset mix 

n Risk weights may be poor measures of risk. 



MISCALCULATION 

n Miscalculation:  use short run risk measures 
to choose leverage rather than long run risk. 

n Miscalculation: valuing exotic securities such 
as CDOs without recognizing all the risks. 

n Miscalculation: housing prices can go down 
n ……..Too many possibilities 



GRANGER CAUSALITY TESTS 

n A small piece of evidence. 
n Monthly SRISK, calculated recursively at the 

end of each month and summed over all US 
financial institutions. 

n Tested with monthly industrial production and 
unemployment. 

n All variables log differenced, 3 lags of all 
variables, OLS estimation 



RESULTS: 
 – COLUMNS CAUSE ROWS 

SRISK INDPRD URATE 
SRISK 4.31 0.02 
INDPRD 20.65*** 8.99** 
URATE 0.01 7.39*** 



WHERE IS THE RISK? 



US TODAY 



EUROPE TODAY 


